
Social-Distancing Food Delivery Packages

All dishes are vegetarian (V).
Ve: Vegan
LF: Lactose free
GF: Gluten free

1. “I Just Want Some Ready Warm Food”:

5 lt. warm dish, €17.10
2.5 lt main dish (GF, LF, Ve) – examples: vegetable curry with lentils or vegetable balls...
2.5 lt side dish (GF, LF, V or Ve) – examples: creamy mashed potatoes or bulgur pilaf...

or

3 lt. warm dish, €14.82
1.5 lt main dish (GF, LF, Ve)
1.5 lt. side dish (GF, LF, Ve)

2.5 lt. dish is equal to: 25 soup ladles or depending on how much you eat, around 8 to 10 meals 
(for adults) – this is my estimation resulting from experience, but it may change dramatically 
according to your consumption.

2. “A Pastry? Good Idea!”:  Price of menu 1+ €7.98

Previous package contents + salty baked good/pastry (always V, sometimes LF, Ve or GF):
Examples: salty cake or open face phyllo pie etc.

(You can also ask for this menu with sweet instead of salty baked good. The price will be same.)

3. “Sweet Sweet Social-Distancing”: Price of menu 2 + €7.98

Previous package contents + Something sweeeet! 
Examples: a delicious coconut cake, hazelnut brownies or chocolate cookies... (always V, 
sometimes LF, Ve or GF)

The prices above for food packages include 14%VAT. The delivery cost is calculated separately as 
explained in the next page. There is also possibility of picking up the food yourself (but if you can, 
I'd very much appreciate if you chose delivery instead).

Additional batch of main or side dish to any menu you choose, each 1.5 lt. In 
size: +€4.56 per box



- This is a weekly or biweekly food delivery subscription, however you can also for one week only 
(or in random weeks) to try something different. Both the subscriptions and one-week trials are 
sent on Tuesday or Wednesday, depending on your location. The ingredients are bought from 
Heinon Tukku, so the dishes depend on the supplies (and so far, there hasn't been any problem 
with supplies). 

- The dishes are packed in disposable aluminium packs to avoid any hygiene issues that may result 
from reuse. You will need to heat the “warm” dishes when you want to serve. The packages are 
recyclable but you must rinse them well.
- The leftovers can be stored in the fridge in an airtight container for 4-5 days or can be frozen for
up to 1 month.

- The delivery is made by a startup company called Modeliver. The price calculation is as follows 
(dispatch point is Kallio):

Calculation for delivery:
Base fee (€3.90) + (distance X price/km) + 24%tax

So, if you want to join this group (or order for one week), please write to me:
a. Your choice for menu (Please write if you have any allergies. I am unable to serve severe 
allergies because in our kitchen, there are all the ingredients.)
b. Your full address including post code (for delivery and for invoice)
c. Your phone number (it will be given to delivery company for contactless delivery
d. Your email address (to send the invoice)


